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111. INTRODUCTION
In their opening brief on appeal, Appellant did not provide a statement of the case.
Therefore, Respondent has provided a Statement of the Case.

IV. STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A. Nature of the Case
Hayden Lake Irrigation District ("HLID) is an irrigation district in North Idaho
generally located north of Prairie Avenue and West of U.S. 95. In addition to delivering
irrigation water, HLID maintains a domestic water system. R p. 94, Rose Affidavit, Exhibit A,
p. 11.
Viking Construction, Inc. (Viking) filed a declaratory judgment action and request for
injunction against HLID on December 10,2004. R p. 2. On March 31,2008, the court allowed
Viking Construction to file an amended petition. In its amended petition, Viking Construction
sought to have the connection fees it was charged to hook up to the district's domestic water
system declared illegal and refunded, or in the alternative, to have any increase in the fee be
declared null and void. R p. 33.

B. Course of the Proceedings
On August 8, 2008, Viking filed its Motion for Sunln~aryJudgment. R p. 96. Viking
sought summary judgment as a matter of law that the connection fees were (1) unconstitutional;
(2) violated Idaho and federal statutory law; and (3) breached contracts between HLID and the
United States. R p. 5 1. On August 22,2008, the trial court entered an order granting relief from
its pretrial scheduling order and allowed the motioll for summary judgment to be heard. R p. 98.
HLID filed its opposition memorandum on October 8,2008. R p. 100. On October 22,2008, the
trial court heard the motion for summary judgment. R p. 98. The trial Court issued its
Memorandum Opinion and Order in Re: Motion for Summary Judgment on January 14,2009. R
1

p. 130. A Summary Judgment was entered dismissing Viking's suit on January 29, 2009. R p.
152.

C. Statement of Facts
HLID's predecessor was Interstate Irrigation District, a privately owned Washington
corporation. Interstate Irrigation District platted the Hayden Lake Irrigation Tracts on July 29,
1910. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit A, p. 1-7. The first set of by-laws for HLID are dated
August 3, 1915. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit A, p. 10. At that time, the system included a
domestic water system. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit A, p. 11.
Since 1947, the district has charged a "fee for connection to the domestic water system".
This has been variously called a "tap-on fee", "hook-up fee" and "connection fee". R p. 95,
Rose Affidavit, Exhibit "A", p. 19 (1947 by-law); p. 26 (1969 by-law); p. 38 (1991 hook-on fee
for domestic raised), Rohrbach Dep. Vol. I, p. 30, L. 10-14. The tap-on fee for domestic water
use addressed in the 1947 Bylaw of the District provided for a tap-on fee for each new parcel
connecting to the doniestic water system. The fee elements included first, a flat amount due for
connection to the main. Second, the actual additional expenses of making the connection, and
third required the liieniber pay to improve infrastructure, if necessary, to serve the new
subdivided parcel.
On September 7, 2004, at a regular meeting and following a lengthy debate, HLID
increased its connection fee for domestic connections by $500 to $2,700. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit
Exhibit A, p. 138. The connection fee included two components; first, an equity buy-in
component, second a remuneration component which the district collectED for the actual cost of
the meter and installation by the district to connect to the system. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit
Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Vol. 11, p. 28, L. 1-20. The board understood that equity buy-in was
compensation for those devices, appurtenances, infrastmcture, backbone, pumps, tanks and such

items necessary to deliver water to the members that had been supported and maintained or kept
operational by existing members for 50 plus years. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E2,
Rohrhach Dep. Vol. I, p. 71, L. 8-17. At the time of setting the equity buy-in, the Board weighed
and evaluated many factors regarding the amount of increase. It had an advisory committee
recommendation on rates, had reviewed HLID's water management plan and had the water
master's reports. Further it had information on a series of control system failures, had done
analysis of the rates, and had input from its engineer clarifying those parts of the water
management plan that addressed antiquated, obsolete or marginally functional areas of the
district. Lastly, the Board also reviewed the general age and condition of the district's entire
infrastructure. All of these factors were weighed in detennining the amount of the required
increase. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit, Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Vol. 1, p. 80, L. 8-25; p. 81-82.
V. ARGUMENT

A. Standard of Review
In this matter, the trial court denied Viking's motion for summary judgment and
dismissed Viking's case because no issues remained for trial. In such circumstances, this Court
held in Hamood v. Talbert, 136 Idaho 672,677-678; 39 P.3d 612,617-618 (2001)
In an appeal h m a11 order granting sulnmary judgment, this Court's standard of
review is the same as the standard used by the district court in passing upon a
motion for summary judgment. Baxrer v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 170, 16 P.3d,
63,267 (2000). Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affidavits, and
discovery documents on file with the court, read in a light most favorable to the
non-moving party, demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. See id.; I.R.C.P. 56(c). The
burden of proving the absence of material facts is upon the moving party. See
Pebicevich v. Salnzon River Canal Co., 92 Idaho 865,452 P.2d 362 (1969).
In this case, partial summary judgment was granted to Harwood, the non-moving
party. This Court has determined "[s]ummary judgment may be rendered for any
party, not just the moving party, on any or all the causes of action involved, under
the rule of civil procedure" thus allowing trial courts flexibility in determining the

form of relief granted in summary judgment orders. Brummett v. Ediger, 106
Idaho 724,726, 682 P.2d 1271, 1273 (1984) (citing I.R.C.P. 56(a), (b), (c), (d)).
The district court may grant summary judgment to a non-moving party even if the
party has not filed its own motion with the court. A motion for summary
judgme~ltallows the court to rule on the issues placed before it as a matter of law;
the moving party runs the risk that the court will find against it, as in this case.
In instances where summary judgment is granted to the non-moving party, this
Court liberally construes the record in favor of the party against whom summary
judgment was entered. Allen v. Blaine County, I31 Idaho 138, 141,953 P.2d 578,
580 (1998); Post Falls Trailer Park v. Fredekind, I3 I Idaho 634,637,962 P.2d
1018, 1021 (1998). "The party against whom the judgment will be entered must
be given adequate advance notice and an opportunity to demonstrate why
summary judgment should not be entered." Idaho Endownzent Fund Inv. Board v.
Crane, 135 Idaho 667,671,23 P.3d 129, 133 (2001) (citing Mason v. Tucker and
Assoc., 125 Idaho 429,432, 871 P.2d 846, 849 (Ct.App.1994)); see also Kelly v.
Hodges, 119 Idaho 872,876,811 P.2d 48,52 (Ct.App.1991). It is also true that a
district court may not decide an issue not raised in the moving party's motion for
summary judgment. Thornson v. Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho 527,530, 887
P.2d 1034, 1037 (1994) (holding non-moving party is not required to respond to
issues not raised by the moving party even if the non-moving party ultimately has
the burden of proof at trial).
The Court of Appeals recently reiterated the standard of review in a case to be tried to the
court. In Johnson v. McPhee, 147 Idaho 455,210 P.3d 563, 566 (Ct. App. 2009), the court
stated:
When a court considers a motion for summary judgment in a case that
would be tried to a jury, all facts are to be liberally construed, and all reasonable
inferences must be drawn in favor of the party resisting the motion. G & M
Fanns, 119 Idaho at 51 7, 808 P.2d at 854; Sanders v. Kuna Joint School Dist.,
125 Idaho 872, 874, 876 P.2d 154, 156 (Ct. App. 1994). The rule is different
however when, as here, a jury trial has not been requested. In that event, because
the court would be the fact-finder at trial, on a summary judgment motion the
court is entitled to draw the most probable inferences from the undisputed
evidence properly before it, and may grant the summary judgment despite the
possibility of conflicting inferences. P.O. Ventures, Inc. v. Loucks Fanzily
Irrevocable Trusl, 144 Idaho 233,237, 159 P.3d 870, 874 (2007); In[ernzoun[ain
Forest Mgnzt., Inc. v. Louisiana Pac$c Corp., 136 Idaho 233,235,31 P.3d 921,
923 (200 I); b'ro~wv. Perkins, 129 Idaho 189, 19 1,923 P.2d 434,436 (1 996).
Inferences thus drawn by a trial court will not be disturbed on appeal if the record
reasonably supports them. Shaivver v. Huckleberry Estates, L.L. C., 140 Idaho
354,360-61,93 P.3d 685,691-92 (2004); Intermountain Forest Mgmt., Inc., 136
Idaho at 236, 31 P.3d at 924.

If the evidence shows no disputed issues of material fact, what remains is a question of law over
which the appellate court exercises free review. Friel v. Boise City Hous. Auth., I26 Idaho 484,

B.

The District Court did not Err in its Construction o f the Irrigation District
Domestic W a t e r System Revenue Bond Act
The trial court interpreted I.C. 5 43-1909(e) consistent with the opinion in Loomis

v. City ofHailey,l19 Idaho 434, 807 P.2d 1272 (1991). In its analysis, the trial court observed

that the statutory powers of an irrigation district granted pursuant to 1.C. 5 43-1909(e) were the
same as those granted to muilicipalities pursuant to 1.C. 5 50-1030(f), which is part of the Idaho
Revenue Bond Act. R p. 142-143.
On appeal, Viking conteilds that the trial court erred in determining that HLID had
authority pursuant to I.C. 5 43-1909(e) to collect a connection fee that included an equity buy-in
for connection to its domestic water system in the absence of issuance of a revenue bond for
acquisition or construction of that system. 111support of its argument, Viking argues that the
legislative history of the statutes and the language of the statutes, when read in parity,
demonstrate that issuance of a revenue bond was intended to be a condition precedent to
utilization of the provisions of the Irrigation District Donlestic Water System Revenue Bond Act
(I. C. 5843-1906 - 1920.)
Vikiiig contends construction of the Act as a whole supports its position, correctly noting:
"In construing a statute, this Court will not deal in any subtle refinements of the legislation, but
will ascertain and give effect to the purpose a i d intent of the legislature, based on the whole act
and every word therein, lending substance and meaning to the provisions." George W. Watkins

Family v. Messenger, 11 8 Idaho 537,539-40,797 P.2d 1385, 1387-88 (1990).
In reaching its conclusion, Viking fails to look at the act as a whole, and instead focuses
on only a pol-tion of the fiscal impact statement for Bill H 676 and the House Local Government

5

Committee Minutes of February 24, 1988. Viking alleges that those minutes provided that the
proposal would give irrigation districts the ability to issue revenue bonds and that the bonds
would be repaid by system users. Viking concludes that the fiscal impact statements
demonstrate that the trial court misconstrued I.C. $ 43-1909(e) because it supports its contention
that the legislature intended issuance of revenue honds as a condition precedent to the authority
granted for collection of rates, fees, tolls or charges allowed by I.C. $ 43-1909(e).
Viking's argument in fact ignores the provisions of the Act as a wl~oleand narrowly
focuses on only those provisions related to revenue bond financing. When the legislature added
the Idaho Revenue Bond Act, I.C. $ 43-1907 it provided that irrigation districts were to operate
all such works for the use and benefit of those served by the works. Further, irrigation districts
were to strive for the promotion of the welfare and improvement of the health, safety, comfort
and convenience of the inhabitants of its district. It also required any irrigation district acquiring,
constructing, reconstructing, improving, bettering of, and extending any works pursuant to the
act to do so in the nlost efficient manner consistent with sound economy and public advantage.
Most importantly, it did not require an irrigation district to issue revenue honds when exercising
any grant of authority under the Act.
l i s task
l ~ of providing water to the menlhers of those served by the
In order to a c c o ~ ~ ~ pthe
works, Idaho Code 5 43-1909 granted and defined specific powers to an irrigation district.
Nothing contained therein conditions exercise of the grant of power upon the issuance of revenue
bonds. Further, if one were to follow Viking's logic, to operate and maintain a water system
acquired by gift, the irrigation district would be required to issue a revenue bond to operate and
maintain it. Similarly, to operate a water system which pre-dated the statute, an irrigation district
would be required to issue revenue bonds before it could collect rates, tolls, fees or charges in
connection with that water system. Nothing in the Act supports this contention.

There are provisions in 1.C. 5 49-1909 specific to issuing revenue bonds. One subsection
allows an irrigation district to use revenue bonds to finance the acquisition, construction,
reconstruction, improvement, betterment or extension of any works. I.C. $ 43-1 909(d). Another
subdivision of the statute provides for the irrigation district to pledge an amount of revenue from
works sufficient to pay bonds and interest as the same becomes due. I.C. 5 43-1909(f).
Separate and apart from these powers in I.C. 5 43-1909 which specifically address
revenue bonds, yet another subsection grants an irrigation district the power to prescribe and
collect rates, fees, tolls or charges for the services, facilities and con~moditiesfurnished by the
works namely 1.C. $43-1909(e). This subsection does not limit such fees to the amount needed
to pay bonds. It does not require that revenue bonds be issued before its grant can is effective.
Contrary to Viking's position, when this statutory provision is read as a whole, nothing therein
supports the contention that the grant of power is subject to a condition that an irrigation district
must have previously issued revenue bonds to utilize the authority granted therein.
Other provisions of the Act require the water system to be self supporting. Idaho Code 5
43-191 1 requires that fees be enough to cover the costs of bond repayment, operation expenses
and maintenance. It also requires the district collect enough in fees to maintain a reserve for
operation and maintenance.
The provisions of the Act read as a whole do not SLIP POI^ Viking's claim that the
legislature intended to require issuance of a revenue bond as a condition precedent to an
irrigation district collecting fees.

C.

The District Court did not Err in Holding that Connection Fees are
Permissible as Long as such Fees Conform to the Statutory Scheme Set Forth
in the Irrigation District Domestic Water System Revenue Bond Act

The powers of I-ILID granted pursuant to I.C. 5 43-1909(e) are the same as those granted
to municipalities pursuant to I.C. § 50-1030(f). The powers granted by the legislature pursuant

to I.C. 5; 50-1030(f) were analyzed in the context of a municipality in Loonzis v. City ofHailey,
119 Idaho 434, 807 P.2d 1272 (1991). Therein, this Court addressed many of the arguments
raised by Viking in this matter.
This Court commenced its analysis in Loomis v. City ofHailey, supra, by disposing of the
argumellt that a sewer co~u~ectioa
fee was a tax. The Court noted that there was a difference
between a municipality's exercise of its police powers and its proprietary functions. This Court
recognized that when acting under the Idaho Revenue Bond Act (I.C. 5; 50-1027 - I.C. 5; 501042) that the city was exercising its proprietary functions. The Supreme Court held that a city
derived its authority to charge water and sewer connection fees pursuant to the Idaho Revenue
Bond Act and since the charge related to exercise of a proprietary hnction, the charge was not a
tax. The court explicitly held that the Idaho Revenue Bond Act authorized the collection of
sewer connection fees and as long as the fees were allocated and budgeted in conformity with
that Act they would not he construed as taxes. The Supreme Court concluded that when the
rates, fees and charges conformed to the statutory scheme set forth in the Idaho Revenue Bond
Act or were imposed pursuant to a valid police power, the charges were not construed as taxes.
Viking argues that the trial court's interpretation of I.C. § 49-1909(e) by extension of the
Loornis' court's analysis nullifies I.C. 5; 43-1914. Viking argues that by allowing an irrigation
district to collect luoney for an equity buy-in to the water system through a connection fee, an
irrigation district will never have to resort to revenue bonds because it will use its connection
fees to acquire and construct works. This argument completely ignores the linlits imposed on the
district regarding the collection of fees as enunciated in Loornis v. City ofHailey, supra. The
fees may not be collected as general revenue. However, they may be collected when they
represent an equity buy-in to the water system.

The trial court observed that Loornis required, as a first step in the analysis, a
determination of whether the connection fee constituted an impermissible tax. The trial court
observed that so long as the fees collected pursuant to the Act were allocated and budgeted in
conformity with the Act, they would not be construed as taxes. However, if fees were collected
under the Act, but were allocated and spent otherwise, then the fees were primarily revenue
raising and would be construed as taxes. R. p. 143
The trial court's holding in the present case is proper for two reasons. First, it correctly
interprets Loonzis' construction of I.C. $ 43-1914, and $49-1909. Second, the trial court's
holding prevents any nullification of I.C. § 43-1 914 as argued by Viking.
D.

The District Court did not Err in Holding that HLID's Connection Fee was
Permissible Based Upon its Allocation and Budgeting

Viking implicitly and expressly argues in different portions of its appeal brief that the
trial court erred in determining that HLID's connection fee was permissible and not a tax.
Viking claims the connection fees were not properly allocated or budgeted under the Act. Both
of these arguments will be addressed herein.
The implicit argument, not expressly enunciated in Viking's arguinent, is the concept that
the legislative history establishes that HLID's connection fee was collected for future expansion
to the system in violation of the parameters of Loonzis v. City of Hailey, supra.
Viking notes in its argunlent on appeal that in 1988, Representative Giovanelli explained
the bill was needed to address specific problen~sin the Hayden Lake area. Viking notes that
Sheryl Chapman stated to the Resources and Conservation Committee that a borrowing privilege
would help small domestic water companies upgrade their systems to meet forthcoming stringelit
government standards. Without any facts to support its position, Viking speculates that the
proble~nsin the Hayden Lake area were those of HLID and lead to the passage of the Act (even

though there are two other irrigation districts in tlie Hayden Lake area, and several small
domestic water companies).
Viking then proceeds to discuss HLID Resolution No. 01-014, wliich was a proposal for a
revenue bond to fund an expansioil of tlie system by addition of a water storage tank. Viking
concludes that even though HLID did not proceed with the project, collection of hook-on fees
continued, thus implying that the fees were being collected for future funding of the water
storage tank discussed in the resolution. The bond proposal was for a new water tower to
provide additional fire flow volumes to the inembers of the district. After several public hearings
and review by a member committee, the Board did not go forward with a bond election. R p. 95,
Rose Affidavit Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. I, p. 10, L. 11-14. In fact, a later advisory
coninlittee recommended against considering the water storage tank as an option for the district.
R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit A, p. 108.
More in~portantly,the financing options for the water storage tank that were discussed
and considered were independent and unrelated to the hook-up fees charged by HLID. This
independence is denionstrated by the rate conilnittee reconimendatioiis to the Board in 2001.
The rate committee recommended the Board seek a 1.5 million dollar bond levy in November
2001 for building the water storage tank. It further recommended that if that bond failed, the
Board should set up a capital expenditure reserve fund dedicated to financing the tower funded
by an assesslneiit rate increase to all users. Independent of the tower construction, the rate
committee made a separate rate increase reco~ninendationof doiilestic hook-up fees of $2,500. R
p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit "A", p. 41. The hook-up fee was not discussed or considered as
part of the recom~iieildeddedicated capital expenditure reserve for financing the water storage
tank.

As of the date of this suit, assessment rates had increased significantly. These rates were
used to pay for some of the improvements which had been contemplated in the 2001 bond levy
unrelated to the water storage tank. Other i~nprovementsstill have not been performed. R p. 95,
Rose Affidavit Exhibit E3, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. 11, p. 90, L. 10-25; p. 91, L. 1-22. Thus, there
is nothing in the record to support Viking's unfounded argument that the connection fees were
being collected for the water storage tank discussed in the resolution or to address concerns
discussed by legislatures in 1988.
Viking also explicitly argues that the trial court erred in holding that the connection fee
was not a tax because it was collected pursuant to the Irrigation District Domestic Water System
Revenue Act, and was not collected for revenue purposes. Viking argues the record
demotlstrates that the fees were collected for the purpose of raising revenues for future capital
assets and future improvements required due to population growth, and not as an equity buy-in
into the water system.
Viking took the depositio~iof HLID's chairman, Bert Rohrbacli, on June 6, 2006 (R p.

95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol I) and again on September 21,2007 (R p.
95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E3, Rolirbach Rep. Tr Vol 11). Viking cites to testimony from the
second deposition that the hook-on fees were to pay for future capital assets and future
improvements due to population growth, and concl~idesthat in~provementswere the priniary
purpose of the hook oil fee. This claim is not a fair representation of the testimony cited. Within
the context of this specific portioil of testimony, Mr. Rohrbach disagreed with Viking's
co~~clusion
that the reason for the September 8,2007 hook-on fee increase was because the board
desired development to pay a bigger portion of the future needs of capital assets. R p. 95, Rose
Affidavit Exhibit E3, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. 11, p. 13, L. 18-22. He further testified there had
been failures in the control system and some equipmelit was simply worn out, and the demands

of new growth or additional connectiolts had brought the control systent to the end of its design
life and capacity. Mr. Rohrbach then referred Viking back to lus previous testimony for a
contplete explanation for the ltook-up fee and elements that went into its establishment. R p. 95,
Rose Affidavit Exhibit E3, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. 11, p. 13, L.. 24-25; p. 14, L. 1-9. Thus, to
take this testimony in context, one must look at the previous testin~ony.
In llie first deposition, Mr. Rohrbach testified that connection fees included an equity
buy-in to the systent, historically known as a "tap-on fee" and some remuneration for the cost of
the meter. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E2, Rolubaclt Dep. Tr Vol. I, p. 27, L. 16-25; p. 28,

L. 1-61 p. 30, L. 10-14; p. 33, L. 20-25; p. 34, L. 1-2. Mr. Rohrbach testified that the advisory
committee that looked at hook up fees was primarily concerned with the current equity value for
buying into the system, and not payment for future growth. Rose Affidavit R p. 95, Rose
Affidavit Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. I, p. 65, L. 3-5; p. 66, L. 9-12,20-21. The board
understood that equity buy-in was con~pensationfor those devices, appurtenances, infrastructure,
backbone, pumps, tanks, and such as necessary to deliver water to the members that had been
supported and maintained or kept operational for 50 plus years. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit
E2, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. I, p. 71, L. 8-17. The board considered the age and condition of the
infrastructure in setting the fee. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. I, p.
82, L. 1-5. In addressing the use of revenue from hook on fees, Mr. Rohrbach testified:
Okay. How are the - or how is the revenue generated from hookup
Q.
fees utilized in the overall operating scheme of the district?
A.
The board makes an effort to utilize those fees specifically to
maintain service, keep functional a 50-year-old system that is fraught with
numerous operational difficulties. They always try to utilize those fees as they
maintain and try to keep that antiquated backbone alive, to provide upgrades or
supplenlental repairs or services to it that will keep it viable for additional years,
rather than having to go defunct or non-operational. On a case-by-case basis, that
can involve a variety of techniques or approaches.
R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. I, p. 86, L. 2-14.
12

The testimony of Mr. Rohrbach further verified the money was not used to subsidize daily
operations to avoid an increase in assessment rates for operation and maintenance of the system.
R. p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E3, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. 11, p. 92, L-24-25; p. 93, L. 1-8.
During Mr. Rohrbach's deposition, Viking's counsel indicated that the accountant had
defined certain tenns used in the audit report and incorporated those definition to be used in
answer to his questions. Cou~lselindicated the accountant referenced an "improve~nent"as being
an item that extended the life but not breadth of tlie system. Mr. Rohrbach agreed to utilize this
definition of "improvement" as extended by counsel, specifically when answering questions
about the use of cotulectio~lfees. Mr. Rohrbach declined however, to use the definition of a
capital asset as an asset that expanded capacity. Mr. Rohrbacll indicated he understood a capital
asset to be a future asset. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E3, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. I, pp. 8687; 88, L. 1-15. Viking then proceeded to inquire if the Board had set aside hookup fees, net of a
charge for meters, to fund planned future water system iniprovemeiits. Mr. Rohrbach indicated
that it had. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E3, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. I, p. 92, L. 8-13.
Vikings now claims testimo~lyregarding use of the fees for "improve~~lents"
demonstrates that the hook up fee was collected as a revenue source for f ~ ~ t ucapital
re
assets and
future improvements required due to population growth in violatio~lof Loonzis v. Hniley, supra.
However, when this testimony is considered in context of the definitio~iViking indicated it was
using in asking questions about "in~provements"during the deposition, which definition was
akin to repair and replacement of system components, and surrounding testimony in Mr.
Rohrbach's deposition, this claim is without merit. Mr. Rohrbach was not testifying that the
hook up fees were intended to f ~ ~ nimprovements
d
and capital assets that were not current system
con~ponentsin violation of the holding of Loomis v. City ofHailey, supra. Rather, using the

definition given to him by Viking he meant the h n d s were to replace existing system
components.
This intent is clear in the later testimony of Mr. Rohrbach. When asked how the board
intended to expend the revenue from hook-on fees, Mr. Rohrbach stated that as the system aged
and needed additional replacement it would use the hook-on fees for such replacements.
Affidavit R p. 95, Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. I, p. 96, L. 1-15. Viking then inquired
whether Mr. Rohbach's concept of replacetnent illci~idedexpansion of the system. The response
in the following question and answer:
was clear it did not as de~~lonstrated
You just mentioned the word "replacement." And I appreciate
Q.
that. Is it also within the board's thinking, as you understand it, for expansion
purposes?
A.
The board typically, at least at a philosophical level, does not look
at expansion for those funds. Expansion is usually related to domestic or
resideiitial developn~ent,and that is addressed thro~ighdevelopn~entagreements
as a separate instrument. If I were to use "replacement," it would be more along
the lines of your analogy of an improvement, when you replace the engine, you
allow it another life, a second life, so the replacement of a water line in the
infrastructure, perhaps at a slightly different location to improve efficiency, would
be along the lines that I wo~lldutilize that.
Rose Affidavit R p. 95, Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol.. I, p. 97, L. 1-15
Thus, the evidence in the record was that the hook-up fees were used for system component
replacement.
Viking argues that there are other facts in the record that demonstrate that the hook-up
fees were utilized for purposes other than system component replacement. Viking claims the
testil~~ol~y
of Cathy Meyers demonstrates that the hook-up fees were ear marked for system
improvelnents rather than for repair and replacement of existing system components.
Ms. Meyer's is an independent certified public accountant, who has been engaged by
HLID's Board of Directors to audit the district's books to assure confonnity with Government
Accourxting Standards Board (GASB) standards. The purpose of the audit was to provide
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reasonable assurance to the Board and the members of t l ~ eirrigation district that the fii~ancial
statements of HLID were without material misrepresentation. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E
1, Meyer Dep. Tr, p. 6, L. 22-25, p. 7, L. 1-11.)
In the course of her audits, in 2003, Ms. Meyers made a recommendation that the District
set a capitalizatioil policy. However, the term as she used it, was unrelated to a connection fee
policy. Rather, it related to when to book an asset and track depreciation. R p. 95, Rose
Affidavit Exhibit E l , Meyer Dep. Tr p. 13-20. Ms. Meyers clarified at deposition her use of the
word "improvement" in her parlalice was somethiiig that extended the life of a11 asset but did not
expand its breadth. Her example of an improvement was placing a new engine in a vehicle to
extend its life. Rose Affidavit, Exhibit E l , Meyer Deposition, p. 31, L. 7-13. I11 the rubric of

Loomis v. C i q of Fiailey, supra, this example would be a replacement of a system component.
Thus, Viking's innuendo that the accountant's audit revealed the funds were set aside in a
separate account for future system improvements, rather than repair or replacement of system
con~ponents,is not supported by the actual testimony. In fact, the actual testimony of the auditor
reveals that the auditor's u~lderstandiiigof the use of the funds resulti~lgfrom the audit was that
they would be used for repair and replacement of system components.
Viking also contends the record shows that the hook-on fees were increased by five
percent (5%) out of concern for future capital il~iprovementexpenditures. R p. 25, Rose
Affidavit Exhibit A, p. 11 1. This exhibit is a portion of minutes fro111HLID's September 16,
2003 regular meeting. The itein cited to by Viking is a discussion of the assessment levy being
increased for this purpose, and not the connection fee. In fact, this evidence is contrary to
Viking's position. This evidence sliows that the district was setting aside capital improvemelit
reserves from its assessments, and not from the connection fees.

Viking also clai~nsthat HLID Resolution No. 04-09, dated August 3,2004, creating a
dedicated fund for upgrading the size of a water service line, shows hook up fees were being
used for improvements to the system. This resolution recognizes that an upgrade to the size of a
line will be required in the future and is not due to any individual project. It established a
dedicated fund for deposit of money collected pursuant to future development agreements for the
purpose of the upgrade. It also indicated that the capitalization and hook-on fees collected from
members in the identified service area may be transferred at the Board's discretion to the
dedicated fund. R p, 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit A, p. 128. However, nothing in the resolution
indicated that the Board would abandon the parameters that it recognized in the use of hook-up
fees. Viking has presented no evidence in the record that the Board has ever tra~lsfel-redany
money from hook-on fees to this fund i i ~violation ofloomis
Viking further claims the purchase of the SCADA system with connection fees violated
the parameters of Loomis v Hniley. Viking claims this purchase was a capital improvement due
to language used by Ms. Meyer in the audit wherein she referenced it as an improvement. As
discussed previously, Ms. Meyer did not use the term to mean an upgrade to the system or
expansion of capacity. Rather, when she used it in her audit, it reflected a replacement of a
systenl component. The only plailned expenditures of the conllectioil fees testified to by Meyers
was replacement of existing water lines and the costs associated with installation of a SCADA
system. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit El, Meyer Deposition, p. 49, L. 4-14.
Contrary to Viking's unsupported position that the SCADA system was an expansion of
the system, in fact, SCADA replaced a failing system coinponent of the existing water tower
facility. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit A, p. 113 (advisory committee recolllmendatio~lthat
Board acquire SCADA system to replace existing controller system on reservoir); R p. 95, Rose
Affidavit Exhibit E3, Rohrbach Deposition TI. Vol. IT, p. 51, L. 20-25; p. 52, L. 1-21 (Rohrbach's

testimony that SCADA replaced a failed control component in the system.) It added no capacity
to the system and was not an expansion. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E3, Rolxbach
Deposition Tr Vol. 11, p. 94, L. 3-12. Yet another transfer of money from this account shown in
the record was that HLID transferred an anlount to reimburse the general fund for amounts
expended for the meter sets. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit A, p. 72.
Viking contends the district court also erred in concluding that the hook up fees net of
meter costs were set aside in a separate, non-general fi~ndaccount, with the state treasurer.
Viking contends Ms. Meyer's deposition substantiates this podtion. Viking cites to the record at
pages 42 and 43 of Ms. Meyers deposition, and concerns testimony that since 2002 hook-on fees
have been physically deposited in an Idaho local government investment pool account and
accounted for in HLID's accounting system as a separate account labeled "1014

- State

Treasurer Invest Pool". Exhibits 12, 13 and 14 to Ms. Meyer's deposition discussed during this
inquiry supports this testimony, showing general funds are deposited with Mountain West Bank
and separately accounted for from the hook-up fees in the state pool account.
Viking also cites to pages 61 through 68 of Ms. Meyer's testimony, wherein she
discussed the accounting for assessnlent revenues in the general fund and transfers to the general
fund of hook-on fees. Ms. Meyer testified that when there is money taken f r o n ~the state pool
fund, a record is maintained by staff. R p. 95, L. 9-13, p. 67, L. 17-21.
commingled funds in its general fund with
Viking claims HLID i~nper~nissibly
assessments and tract fees and this violated the Act. It also contends that HLID did not know
how or on what it spent hook-on revenues. In support of this assertion, Viking points to Ms.
Meyer's deposition testimony, and claims due to commingling she was unable to determine the
source ofthe payment for expenses during her audit. However, Ms. Meyer's testimony was not
as represented by Viking. Ms. Meyer was asked whether she could tell whether any assessment

generated revenue was spent 012 capital improvements. Ms. Meyers testified she could not
because when she looked at an accrual based expenditure on a financial statement she did not
necessarily look at what pot of money it came out of. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit, Exhibit El, Meyer
Dep. Tr p. 65, L. 16-25, p. 66, L. 1-3. Ms. Meyer testified as part of the audit she had not done a
tracing of the funds used to buy fixed asset expenditures to determine which pot of money paid
for it which was why she could not determine the source of payments for fixed assets. However,
nothing came to her attention in tlle audit that money was being transferred out to pay bills such
as the phone bill with. the hook-up fee monies. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit El, p. 72, L. 18-

Following this testimony, Viking asked:
And do you know whether or not the Hayden Lake Irrigation District does a
Q.
bookkeeping record of what the money is spent on from each of those revenue
sources?
A.

It's my understanding that they do, yes

R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit El, Meyer Dep. Tr, p. 66, L. 4-8.
In discussions on the record after this testimony, Viking's counsel indicated for future references
he was going to call the bookkeeping record the "management report on assessment revenue
expenditures" at which point Ms. Meyer interrupted and informed Viking's counsel that the
name being provided did not characterize what she was describing because what was maintained
by HLID was an accounting of expenditure of hookup fees, not assessments. R p. 95, Rose
Affidavit Exhibit El, Meyer Dep. Tr, p. 66, L. 14-25; p. 67.
Viking cites to the testimony of Mr. Rohrbach ill support of its claim that HLID
commingled its hook up f~indswit11 the general funds and paid all expenses without further
autltority. However, Mr. Rohrbach did not testify there was co~rmingling.The question posed
to hirn was whether the hook-up fee provided surplus funds that could be applied to other needs

of the district. After objection to the form of the question, Mr. Rohrbach testified that it did
provide funds that were placed into the general fund to be utilized as the board deemed fit.
However, he was not asked to specify at what point in time the funds were transferred as
revenues to the general fund, and lie certainly did not testify there was a general commingling of
the funds.
In fact, Ms. Meyer testified that in 2002 the Board began physically depositing the
connection fees in a separate bank account with the state treasurer, net of the meter charge, for
water system improvements. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E l , Meyer Deposition Tr, p. 40, L.
1-14, p. 41, L. 1-17. The tracking of the hook up fees on HLID's books is through an account
labeled "1014

- State

Treasurer's Invest Pool" to which hook-up fees were deposited. R p. 95,

Rose Affidavit Exhibit El, Meyer Dep. Tr Exhibits 12, 13, and 14. Prior to 2002, the hook up
fees were deposited in HLID's only checking account but accounted for separately on the books
as a revenue account labeled "capital fund," and not in the general fund. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit
Exhibit El, Meyer Dep. Tr p. 82, L. 8-25, Deposition Exhibit 18. When money was expended
froin the 1014 account, it was transferred to HLID's checking account, which is the only
checking account for HLID. A transfer is made on the books to show the transfer of the money
to the general fund to pay the expense. Rose Affidavit Exhibit E l , Meyer Dep. Tr p. 64, L. 2125; p. 65, L. 1-15. Some of the money has been kept in the checking account, but was still
separately accounted apart froin general fund revenues. Rose Affidavit Exhibit E l , Meyer Dep.
Tr p. 42, L. 8-17. Viking claims Exhibits 11, 12 and 13 to Ms. Meyers deposition demonstrate
there was no separate accoiinting. However, the schedules clearly show "account 1014 - State
Treasurer's Investment Pool" as a separate line itein account as testified to by Ms. Meyer.
Although the years prior lo 2002 are irrelevant to the inquiry, it is undisputed that all
money collected by the district was placed in its checking account. However, this is not the

same as impernlissibly con~~ningling
the funds. Viking fails to appreciate the difference between
separate accounts on the boolcs of HLID and a separate bank account. Viking contends because
the money was in one bank account that it was all comingled in the general fbnd. This position
is an accounting fallacy. As testified to by Ms. Meyer, the money was accounted for in a
separate designated fund that wasn't the general fund.

E.

The District Court did not Err in Holding that the Connection Fee was
Appropriately and Reasonably Assessed

Viking maintains that the District Court erred in rejecting its argument that the equity
buy-in had to be derived froill a formula prepared by an accountant or an engineer. R p. 147.
Viking argues that the Revenue Bonding Act (interpreted in Loonzis) and the Irrigation District
Domestic Water Reven~ieAct both require engineer determined plans and calculations to avoid a
finding that the buy-in fee detemlination is arbitrary. The Loonzis court held that the legislature
had not imposed exacting rate requirements, but rather required fees be reasonably related to the
benefit conveyed. Loornis at 442. The Loon~iscourt cited with approval Meglino v. Township

Cornnzittee o f Eagles~~ood,
103 N.J. 144, 5 10 A.2d 1 134 (1 986), wherein the New Jersey
Supreme Court upheld a sewer connection charge which required new users to pay a
propol-tionate share of the original construction cost required by prior connectors, holding that
"there may be any number of ways in which computation of a fair share can be fixed" and
"regardless of what method of financing is chosen, equality of treatment is obviously the
polestar." Looilzis at 442.
Contrary to Viking's position that Loo177is stands for the proposition that an engineer or
accountant's study is required to ilnplement a buy-in amount, the New Jersey case was again
cited with approval for its holding that "[tlhis Court has never imposed on municipalities an
orthodoxy of ratemaking." Loon7i.s at 442.

Viking argues other factors present in this case demonstrate that the fee was arbitrary.
Viking argues that the board failed to seek engineer plans, engineer cost estimates, project
identification, or an amount necessary to pay the cost of the works, thereby making any decision
arbitrary. Viking also argues that the board did not engage an engineer or accountant to value
the system's capital assets, thereby causing the buy-in calculation to be arbitrary. Viking argues
that the advisory committee met only once, thus demonstrating its decision and analysis were
impulsive i.e, not reasonably recommended. Viking maintains a review of equity buy-in of
t y advisory committee was inappropriate and
comparable systems in the c o ~ n n ~ ~ ~byn ithe
unreasonable. Finally, Viking concludes that the rate comparison and fee recommendation
provided to the Board by the advisory committee demonstrates it was solely based upon looking
at other local systems.
Viking contends on appeal that the board never attempted to determine the depreciated
value of its system, and therefore could not have determined an equity value of the system.
Viking provides no cites to the record to support its position. Regarding valuation of capital
assets, the record clearly shows that HLID obtained an independent auditor's report annually.
HLID's auditor, Cathy Meyer testified that McCall and Landwehr had been doing the audit since
2000. R p.95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E l , Meyer Dep. Tr p. 41, L. 19-25. Further, the annual
audit consistently included the depreciated value of the capital assets of the system. R p. 95,
Rose Affidavit, Exhibit B, 2003 audit page 6; 2004 audit, note 3 (showing wells and
improven~entsas of October I , 2003 with a net book value of $465,002 after deduction of
accumulated depreciation and the water distribution system with a net book value of $724,406
after deduction of accu~nulateddeprecation); 2005 audit, p. 8, note 3 (showing wells and
improvements as of September 30,2005 with a net book value of $1,087,360 after deduction of
accumulated depreciation and the water distribution system with a net book value of $3,306,391

after deduction of accumulated depreciation); 2006 audit, p. 12, note 3 (showing wells and
of
improvements as of September 30,2006 with a net hook value of $1,059,196 after ded~~ction
accumulated depreciation and the water and irrigation system with a net value of $4,525,773
after deduction of accumulated depreciation).
Even though Viking argues the District had no illformation fio111 which it could
determine the value of its system, Viking recognizes on appeal that the district tracked its
depreciated value of assets tlrrough its audits. Viking contends it paid more in hook up fees than
the depreciated value of the system. First, there are no facts in the record to support Viking's
claiin that it paid 65 hookup fees. Second, Vilti~lgclaims the record reflects that HLID's
depreciated system value at the end of the fiscal year on September 30,2004, was $27,191 is
wrong. To supports its conclusion, Viking cites to Exhibit 11 of Ms. Meyer's deposition. R p.
95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E l , Exhibit 1 I .
Viking has misperceived the information contained on this accounting report. Exhibit 1 1
is a depreciation schedule for 2003 for the various assets of the district. The first page of the
exhibit contains a depreciation account labeled "1465 Wells and Improvements." A summary of
the columns containing figures for this asset greater than zero read as follows:
Cost/

Depr.

Basis

Basis

Prior

Current

Viking maintains this sheet indicates that the value of the wells as of September 30, 2004 was
$27,191. However, this figure is contained in the column for "current depreciation" for the year.
To arrive at the proper depreciated figure, one would begin with the depreciation basis value and
subtract prior and current depreciation from it. The resultiltg net figure is $444,417 for only the
wells and improven~entsto the wells. This figure does not even address the depreciated value of

the water distribution system (pipes and infrastructure used for delivery of water) contained in
this exhibit. This conzponelzt is the larger value of the systenz. Thus, Viking's argument that all
of the connection fees are going toward buying a system worth only $27,191 is not supported by
the facts in the record.
Viking also argues intuitively that "future needs for money to replace or repair resonates
with a decreased equity value and a decreased buy-in amount." There are no cites to the record
to support this argument. This premise might hold true if the system were being allowed to go
defunct witlzout repair, replacement or additiolls to assets. However, the facts in the record show
that HLID was repairing the system, and that developer's were adding value to the systenz
through development. Ms. Meyer's testilzlony indicated that a well that was acquired by the
District in 2004 was exchanged to the District in lieu of payment of a dry land coizversiolz fee
owed to the District by a developer pursuant to a development agreement R p. 95, Rose
Affidavit Exhibit E l , Meyer Deposition, p. 43, L. 15-25; p. 44, L. 1-21. Ms. Meyers also
testified that the District had acquired significant infrastructure valued in excess of $100,000
pursuant to development agreements with developers. However, she was clear there was no
actual expense to the District related to these acquisitions, because they were transfers to the
District by developers pursuant to development agreements. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit, Exhibit El,
Meyer Deposition, p. 45, L. 11-25, p. 46, L. 11-25, p. 47, L. 1-1 1. In 2004, there were capital
contributions by developers which increased the assets of the District. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit,
Exhibit E l , Meyer Deposition, p. 80, L. 25, p. 26, L. 1-5. The audit for 2004 shows that well and
water system assets increased to slightly over $360,000. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit, Exhibit B2,
2003-2004 audit Note 3.
Viking argues that the advisory co~nlzzitteemet only once, thus denzo~zstratingits decision
and a~zalysis011 fees was impulsive, and implying it was therefore unreasonable for the Board to

give weight to the advisory committee's input.' The facts in the record show that a citizen's
advisory committee was established in April 2003 and five inembers appointed. R p. 95, Rose
Affidavit Exhibit A, p. 103-104. The rates were discussed throughout the summer, including
with the advisory committee. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. I, p.
79, L. 24-24; p. 80, L. 1-7. The advisory coininittee made written recommendations to the board
on July 6,2004. R p.95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol. I, p. 55. On August
3,2004, the connection fee was on the agenda. Advisory committee inember Mike Saccone
addressed the board and shared his thoughts on this topic. R p.95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit A, p.
127. The discussion of connection fees was tabled to the next meeting. On August 17,2004, the
connect fee agenda item was again tabled to allow for a workshop on the connect fees with the
Board of Directors and the advisory committee. On Septeluber 1,2004, an advisory committee
meeting was held, with all five advisory menibers present, including Mike Saccone, and the
chairman of the Board. The meeting lasted approximately 2 hours. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit
Exhibit A, p. 133.
The key motivation for raising the hook-up fee discussed at the September I , 2004
advisory committee meeting was current equity value for buy-in. The phrase "equity buy-in"
was specifically used at the meeting. R p. 25, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E2, Rohrbach Dep. Tr Vol.

I, p. 66;L. 5-22. The discussion centered around the concept that coinpensation was required for
devices, appurtenances, backbone, pumps, tanks and such as necessary to deliver water to the
members for the existing systern that had supported and maintained or kept operational for 50
plus years. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E2, Dep. Tr Vol. I, p. 71, L. 8-25; p. 72, L. 1.
The advisory committee had the district engineer's water management plan at the
meeting. Mr. Rohrhach testified:
I

Viking claims there was only one meeting where rates were discussed. The record actually shows there were other
meetings. However, the only minutes included by Viking in the record was for the advisory committee meeting on
September I, 2008.
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Other than the document attached as page 2 to Exhibit 28, was there any other
written materials that the advisory committee had at that meeting in front of it?

Q.

A.

As I recall, the water management plan was available at that meeting.

Q.

Was tlie water iiia~iagemeiltplan reviewed at that meeting?

A.

I think it was referenced to.

Q.

In what way was it referenced?

Discussion about the current state of the iiifrastructure and what the district
A.
engineer projected future needs and replacement repairs would be.
R p.95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E2, Rolirbach Dep. Tr Vol I, p. 75, L. 12-25.
Viking argues on appeal that this testimony demonstrates that the committee only "referenced"
the document, but did not review or rely upon it. This argument is unpersuasive. There would
be no reason for tlie advisory colnniittee to reference these portions of the water management
plan if it were not being considered in the decision being made.
The record also shows the engineer discussed the equity value of the system in open
discussion and workshops. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E3, Rohrbach Dep. Tr p. 24, L. 1013. The open discussions occ~n-redat public meetings, it took place among the advisory
committee and it took place amongst the board itself in public deliberation. By the September 7,
2004 meeting, there was a finallcia1 calculation of the equity value as of water system. It was not
prepared by an accountant. It was arrived at with input from the district's engineer, but was not
prepared by the engineer. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit E3, Rohrbaclc Dep. Tr Vol. 11, p. 24, L.
10-25; p. 25, L. 1-8.
Viking also contends it was unreasonable for the advisory committee to look at
con~parablesystems and consider the value of coinparable systems. Viking cites to no authority
for this proposition. This Court has consiste~itlyindicated it will not consider assignments of
error not supported by argument and authority in the opening brief. Jorgenson v. Coppedge,

Idaho -,

181 P.3d 450 (2008). Further, since the concept is essentially one of a purchase price

of the value of equity, inherently it does not make sense that a committee could not consider the
purchase price for the purchases of equity in comparable systems.
On September 7,2004, the Board held its regular meeting. This meeting lasted a little
over five hours. Almost four and half hours of the meeting was conducted outside of executive
session. The i-ilinutesreflect that the connect fees were debated in length. Another 45 minutes
was devoted to executive session matters, followed by a motion to hire an independent
consultant to assist on specific projects. R p. 95, Rose Affidavit Exhibit A, p. 138-139. In
comparison, the previous meeiing of August 17,2004 only lasted half an hour. R p. 95, Rose
Affidavit Exhibit A p. 130. Following this lengthy meeting, the connection fee increase was
adopted.
The trial court found that the District did not choose a number for the fee increase in a
random manl~er.Instead, the Board reviewed and analyzed the issue, relying upon various
figures and the needs of the system. The Board considered the current value of the existing
system, the values and costs to purchase equity into comparable local water distribution systems,
the water managenlent plan of HLID with its infrastructure needs for maintenance, and the
engineer's analysis regarding systern repair and replacement. R p. 147.

F.

Const Art. 8 , s 3

At the district court level, Viking argued Article 8, § 3 applied in this case and prohibited
the collection of a connection fee by an irrigation district. The trial court ruled against Viking on
this issue. R p. 134-135.
On appeal, Viking now argues that this constitutional provision the Revenue Bonding Act
agrees with the trial coul-t's ruling and raises for the first time that Loomis is inapplicable to this
case because the constitutional component is absent in the passage of the act.

In Loomis, this Court concluded that when the rates, fees and charges confornled to the
statutory scheme set forth in the Idaho Revenue Bond Act

were imposed pursuant to a valid

police power, the charges were not construed as taxes. The fees in this case comply with the
statutory scheme of the Act even though the Act does not stem from a constitutional provision.

G.

Charging a Connection Fee does not violate either the Carey Act or the
Reclamation Act

Vilcing cites to the case of Ickes v. Fox, 300 U.S. 82,95,57 S.Ct. 412,416-417 (1937)
and Adams v. Twin Falls-Oakley Land & Water Co., 29 Idaho 357, 161 P. 322 (1916) for the
proposition that connection fees interfere with a landowner's appurtenant water rights by
depriving access to water, and are therefore impemissible. These cases do not stand for this
proposition.

Ickes v. Fox, supra, held tliat when the federal government merely acted as the carrier and
distributor of waters appropriated under the Reclamation Act to individual landowners, it did not
gain any ownership rights in the appropriated water right, and such rights were wholly distinct
from a property right in the irrigation works owned by the federal government. Extending that
analysis to the present case, HLID is collecting a connection fee for connection to its water
system, and not for ~itilizationof the water held in trust for the members.
Viking also claims Ada~ns11. Twin Falls-Oakley Land & Wafer Co., 29 Idaho 3547, 161
P. 322 (1916) supports its position. This case involved the homestead rights of an entryman. The
defendant was a construction colnpany which was deemed an operating company. It was not an
imgation district. The case involved the court's construction of a contract clause whiclt provided
that an entry~nanpurchaser was not entitled to water from the operating company if he was in
default under the pay~ueiltterms of a contract for construction of irrigation facilities. The
purchaser entryman claimed the contract clause was void as against public policy reasons and

contrary to the entryma11statutes, and that the defendant had to provide water to him. The

Adanzs court held that the entryinan statutes liinited the construction company's remedy in the
event of default to filing a lien against the real property and foreclosing on it.
This case does not address whether an irrigation district can charge a fee for connection
to its domestic water system. Unlike Adanzs v. Tu~inFalls-Oakley Land & Water Co, there is no
statutory provision that limits the irrigation district's right to charge fees in connection with its
domestic water system. To the contrary there is a statute that specifically allows it.
Viking also provides a lengthy argument on why it perceives the payment of a connection
fee as inequitable given the differences between municipal statutes and irrigation district statutes.
However, Viking provides no legal authority in suppostof its argument. This Court has
consistently indicated it will not consider assignments of error not supported by argument and

-Idaho -,
authority in the opening brief. Jorgenson v. Co~~pedge,

181 P.3d 450 (2008).

Furtl~er,Viking's argument is unpersuasive. Idaho Code § 43-191 1 requires domestic
water systems to be self supporting and allows reserves to be accumulated for inaintenance and
rehabilitation of the system. Section 43-1909(e) allows for collection of tolls, fees, rates and
charges and allows for denial of service when such tolls, fees, rates and charges are not paid. It
is clear that the legislature intended to allow the collection of fees as a condition to provision of
domestic water.
Viking cites to Gednej) 1). Snake River Irr. Dis/rict, 61 Idaho 605, 104 P.2d 909 (1940) in
its n~enlorandumfor the proposition that all fees and tolls nus st be proportional between
members. Title 43, Chapter 19 was not a topic of discussion in Gedney. Rather, assessments for
operation and maintenance of the il~igationsystem portion of the district was discussed and it
was held that different assessments for maintenance and operation could not be charged to
members even though the cost of transmission to some lands might be more expensive than

others. The reason was that all properties received the same benefit of irrigation. This holding
does not guide or assist this Court in the present case. The present case does not concern
disproportionate operation and maintenance assessments based on proximity to water source
Rather, this case involves whether it is just and equitable to charge a connection fee to new
~llen~bers
connecting to HLID's domestic water system, and the parameters of this connection fee
as authorized by Title 43, Chapter 19.
Finally, Viking claims the trial court erred by failing to construe all of the assessment
provisions of Title 43 inpari maleria. Viking clainls that all statues related to revenue,
assessnlents and construction of works contained in Chapter 43 were in pari nlateria wit11 the
domestic water provisions because they involved construction of works, bonds as a revenue
source, and assessments of operation and mai~ltenanceupon lands within the district In making
this argument, the sections cited by Viking do not relate to the powers pursuant to which an
irrigation district operates a domestic water system, a i d are unrelated to the purpose, duties or
powers set forth in Title 43, Chapter 19. The only statutes which the trial court was required to
wit11 respect to this case were the statutes contained within Chapter 19, and
read inpari r~zn~ericr
the trial court did so.

H.

The Trial Court did not Err in its Analysis of the By-law Authority of
Irrigation Districts as Provided by Statute

On appeal, Viking claims the trial court erred in holding that the by-laws were invalid.
Viking contends that by-laws must address only the internal operation of the entity, and must be
amended by the owners. This contention is contradicted by Viking's own authority. The
definition of bylaw provided fro111Black's Law Dictionary is a "rule or administrative provision

adopted by on organization for its internal governance and ils external dealings. " (Emphasis
added.)

Viking takes issue with the fact that HLID's initial bylaws allowed for subsequent
amendment by tlie board, and that tlie board has amended its by-laws from time to time since
HLID's inception. Viking claims that the legislature did not give irrigation districts the authority
to create "amendable by-laws."
Idaho Code 8 43-304 gives irrigation districts the power to establish equitable by-laws,
rules, and regulations for tlie distribution and use of water among the owners of the land, as may
be necessary and just to secure the just and proper distribution of water. Viking argues this
provision does not give the board the power to amend the bylaws. According to Viking, the
defiiiition of the word "establish" according to Black's Law Dictionary" is to settle, make or fix
firmly; to enact permanently. Viking therefore concludes that the statute only allowed one initial
set of by-laws be enacted by tlie board and once "established," be per~llanentlyfixed.
This argument fails for several reasons. The word "establish" in the statute modified
s regulations. Therefore, under Viking's
more than the bylaws. It also modified the n ~ l e and
view, the legislative intent was that the Board could only enact one set of by-laws to govern the
conduct of the affairs of the district, and one set of rules and one set of regulations, that would
forever regulate the business of the district. This contention is beyond ludicrous. It is apparent
of the definitions contained in Black's Law Dictionary, the one intended to be applied in this
statute was to make or fix fr~nly.However, it was not to enact permanently.
Next, the statute specifically addresses a nielilber amendment to the by-laws in only two
circunistances. The only requirements that ~ilenlbersvote on a by-laws appear in I.C. 3 43-1 11,
which allows a 213 vote of tlie members to pass a by-law altering the code requirement that a
voter live within the district to allow a voter to live within 15 miles of the district in order to be
eligible to vote, and I.C. 5 43-201, which allows a 213 vote by members to pass a by-law altering
the code requirement that a director live within the district to allow a director to serve if they live

within 15 miles of the district. These are the only by-laws that the legislature expressly required
members vote upon.
Finally, other than the two previously noted exceptions regarding member votes, there is
no provision in tlie statute for subsequent amendnlents to by-laws. Thus, under Viking's
proposed construction, the by-laws, rules and regulations would be static documents with only
two narrow provisions subject to change in the bylaws throughout the years. There is nothing to
indicate that the legislature intended an irrigation district to be an entity without the ability to
adapt to change.
Assuming, arguendo, that Viking is right that the first set of by-laws was the governing
document for the internal affairs the district, the first set of by-laws avoided this conundrum by
providing for future amendments to the document by the board. Viki~igdenounces this provision
as being in violation of the statute. However, nothing in the statute prevents a provision to
address future amendments to the by-law.
Viking also asserts that nothing in tlie statutory provision concerning by-laws allows for
revenue generation being addressed therein. By the same token, nothing prohibits it either.
Viking claims if one construes I.C. 5 43-304 "internally consistent" with Title 43 that one
must reach tlie concl~~sion
the legislature did not intend to allow the board to include a provisions
in tlie by-laws wliich resulted in revenue generation. Viking argues the by-laws can't allow for
collection of a tap-on fee because if revenue generation was expanded in the by-laws, it would
circumvent express statutory provisions in the by-law that requires certain types of revenue
generation be acconiplished by nieans of bond issues. However, it is axiolilatic that a by-law
can't be inconsistent with a governing statute. If it is, it is void. 18 C.J.S. Corporations § 163
(2009).

Viking also claims in passing amendments to the by-laws that all boards after the initial
board of directors committed ultra vires acts. Viking also claims it was an ultra vires act for the
Board to include a provision regarding collection of connection fees within the by-laws. As
previously argued, there is nothing in the statute that prohibited subsequent by-law amendments.
Even if the by-law was intended to be the permanent document, that bylaw itself allowed for
subsequent amendments. Further, tlre provision was not in violation of statute. Chapter 43, Title
19 allows for collection of connection fees. Thus, the by-law provision was not ultru vires

I.

Constitutional Due Process and Equal Protection Rights

On appeal, Viking raises due process in a different context than it did at the appellate
level. Below, Viking argues the tap-on fee was increased without notice and opportunity to be
heard in violation of due process. R p. 149. On appeal, Viking argues it is the adoption of the
by-law that violated its due process.
The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides, in part, as follows
"nor all any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law, nor
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." Notice and a hearing
are required under the Fourteenth Amendment before such a deprivation of an individual's
propel-ty take place. Fuenies

1)

Shein, 407 U.S. 67,92 S.Ct. 1983,32 L.Ed.2d 556 (1972) R p.

149.
The trial court found that Viking had not identified any constitutionally protected right of
which it was deprived. The trial court observed that the setting of rates and fees did not deprive
any member of the right to receive water fro111 HLID. R p.149.
Without any citation to facts on the record, Viking claims on appeal that the inclusion of
a tap-on fee in the by-laws starting in 1947 deprived it of the use of tile water appurtenant to its
land. Also without support cited to in the record, Viking claims that it loss value from its lots and

home due to money exacted as hook-on fees. Again, without citation to the record, Viking
claims the change to the by-laws was done without providing adequate notice and an opportunity
to be heard in a ~neaningfultime and in a ~neaningfulmanner.
Viking clainis the Board amends its by-laws on a whim. This claim is not supported by
the record, which reflects by-laws are only amended after notice, and only in public setting. R p.
94, Rose Affidavit Exhbit A, p. 71-71. Viking also maintains that if the directors are in
agreement to amend there is not even prior notice to the hoard that the by-laws will be amended.
It is hard to understand how there could be agreement without notice. Where Viking obtains its
facts in making these assertions is a mystery. All business of the district is done at general
meetings or special meetings. By-law changes were addressed at the general meetings.
Viking claiins it suffered a deprivation of its substantive due process because it was
subjected to arbitrary and unreasonable government action in that the equity buy-in was not
prescribed by a formula. As argued earlier, Viking's argument is without merit. The tap-on fee
was arrived at reasonably.
Viking also clainls an equal protection right violation. The Fourteenth Amendment to the
United State Constitution provides that the State shall not deprive any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. This Court has provided a two-step process in an
equal protection analysis. Tnrbox 1). Tux Conz'n, 107 Idaho 957,959-960,695 P.2d 342,344345, (1984). The first step is to identify the classification of the appellant. The second step is to
determine the standard of review under which the classification should be judicially reviewed.
Without citation to the record, Viking claims it is the homeowner of several lots within
the district. For the purposes of this discussion, it will be assumed to be true. Thus, the class in
which Viking would fall is new members seeking a first time connection to the do~nesticwater
system.

Step two of the Tarbox procedure of equal protection evaluation is to assign what
standard ofjudicial review the court must use. This Court found in General Telephone Co. of

the Northwest, Inc. v. Idaho Public Utilities Com'n 109 Idaho 942, 945-946, 712 P.2d 643, 646647 (1986) that great deference should be given to the state when setting telephone rates and by
extension, fees such as the one at bar. The standard used in General Telephone was a rational
basis test: did the state have a rational basis to take its action? i.e., raise the rates.
Viking argues this case is subject to strict scrutiny because its fundamental right to own
property is being burdened. Viking cites to no facts or case law to support this argument. The
only argument Viking can legiti~natelymake is that it is required to pay a hook on fee to connect
to the domestic water system, a portion of which represents a buy-in into the system. However,
since 1947, all other users hooking illto the domestic water system have also been required to
pay this fee. Further, upon payment of this fee, Viking still has the right to receive domestic
water.
111 the case at bar, HLID had a statutory obligation to operate the domestic water system
for the use and benefit of those served by the works and for the promotion of the welfare and for
the improvement of the health, safety, coinfort and converlience of the inhabitants of the
irrigation district. I.C. § 43-1907. It also had the obligation to have the works be self
supporting, including collecting enough rates, tolls, fees and charges to pay operation and
maintenance and accurni~latereserves. I.C. $5 43-191 1; 1912. Clearly, HLID had a rational
basis for its actions.
Viking also claims the board has a history of providing preferential treatment to some
ratepayers ,waiving assessment and hook-up fees capriciously. However, a true examination of
the facts recited show that the decisioils were not arbitrary or capricious.

Out of the volun~inousdocuments reviewed by Viking, it has provided ten instances
where it claims the board acted capriciously. In reaching this number, Viking had to include
assessment fees. Tlie first instance was Friend's Church. As demonstrated in the record, this
was an unusual circumsta~lcewhere the property fell on the boundary of two irrigation districts,
and due to confusion, the wrong irrigation district ended up providing service
The second instance was that the District had determined to reimburse developers for
hook up credits, but rescinded that decision. Viking also takes issue that Delbert Ken and John
Sperie received waiver of ]look-up fees when they installed infrastructure on behalf of the
district.
Viking claiins that a dedicated f ~ ~ to
n dassist developers, funded by some but not all
developers, was established and funded by hook-up fees. This characterization is incorrect. A
dedicated fund to be funded through development agreements was established, with the Board
having discretion to transfer hook-up fees toward a line upgrade if it met the parameters allowed
for hook-up fees. The record does not reflect any moilies have gone into that account.
Viking also claims a change in policy for handling multi-family dwellings was
capricious. The district did nothing more than change a policy to better address the needs of
owners.
Similarly, if one reads the other hook-up fee characterizations made by Viking with the
actual documents cited in the record, it is readily apparent that great liberties have bee11 taken.
The decisions were discussed in full and were based upon sound policy reasons. They were not
capricious.

J.

The Trial Court did not Err in Holding Idaho Constitution Article 15, $9 2,
4 and 5 did not Apply to the Facts of the Case

Viking argued that Idaho Constitutioil Article 15, §$ 2,4, and 5 were violated by HLID
becauseHLID had interfered with Viking's constitutional right to access its share of the water
35

rights held in trust for the members of the district. Although the trial court agreed these sections
apply to irrigation districts, the trial court found that under the facts of the case, these sections
did not apply to make HLID's action unconstitutional. R p. 139. Viking appeals this decision.
As a landowner within the district, Viking claims the connection fee to hook into the
domestic water systenl interferes with its constitutional right granted pursuant to Const. Art 15,
$4 to obtain its share of the water right held in trust for the members. This constitutional section

states that the entitlement to water is conditioned upon payment therefor. Viking contends that
the payment is only for ordinary charges or assessment to cover the actual expenses incurred for
the maintenance, operation and any other necessary expense incident to the delivery of water.
In support of its position, Viking cites to Icke~v Fox, supra. As discussed previously,
this case merely held that when the federal governnlent acted as the carrier and distributor of
waters appropriated under the Reclamation Act to individual landowners, it did not gain any
ownership rights in the appropriated water right, and such rights were wholly distinct from a
property right in the irrigation works owned by the federal government. It does not stand for the
proposition that the payment provision is limited to exclude connection fees.
Viking cites Adams

1).

Twin Falls-Ocikley Land & Water Co , 29 Idaho 3547, 161 P. 322

(1916). This case involved the homestead rights of an entryinan paying for authorized
construction charges pursuant to the Carey Act, and the statutory provisions contained therein. It
did not analyze Const. Art 15, § 4. The court evaluated the construction of a contract clause
which provided that an entryman was not entitled to water from the operating coinpany if he was
in default under the contracts payment terms. The purchaser entryman claimed the contract
clause was void as against public policy and contrary to the entryman statutes. The Adams court
held that the entryinan statutes liinited the construction company's remedy in the event of default
to filing a lien against the real property and foreclosing on it. The case was specific to the rights

of a settler of lands under the Carey Act statutes. It did not discuss the interpretation of this
section of the constitutioll or llold that any of the provisions of Title 43, Chapter 19 were
unconstitutional.
In the present case, the new members who wish to connect to the District's systems are
not settlers of land under the Carey Act, nor are they existing members who have paid their
annual assessment. This case sin~plydoes not stand for the proposition which Viking contends it
does. That contention being there is a statutory duty for an irrigation district to supply domestic
water under the Carey Act to a new member if rentals and tolls (i.e. the assessment) are paid. In
fact, I.C. $ 43-1903 specifically allows for HLID to require payment of the connection fee in
advance of water delivery.

K.

The Trial Court did not Err in Holding Idaho Constitution Article 7, 98 2 , 5
and 6 Were Not Violated

When in front of the trial court, Viking argued that HLID was required to pass an
ordinance in order to increase its coru~ectionfee. R p. 136. On appeal, Viking argues that
because the board of HLID is not invested with the power to tax by the legislature, the hook on
fee violates Const. Art. 7, $ 6. Vilcing also argues that the requirement for unifonn taxation set
forth in Const. Art 7, $ 5 and the requirement for proportionate taxing required in Art. 7, $ 2 is
violated by HLID's connection fee. Viking concludes that HLID is indirectly imposing a tax.
Viking claimed below that HLID violated Article XII, $ 2 of the Idaho constitution
because the connection fee was unrelated to a fee for regulation in connection with an exercise
of a police power. This constitutional provision provides as follows:
Article XII. Corporations, Municipal
§ 2. Local police regulations authorized
Any county or incorporated city or town may make and enforce, within its limits,
all such local police, sanitary and other regulations as are not in conflict with its
charter or with the general laws.
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The argument that fee increases require an ordinance pursuant to this constitutional
provision was specifically rejected in Snake River Homebuilders Ass'n v. City of Caldwell, 101
Idaho 47,607 P.2d 1321 (1 980).
More importantly, this constitutional provision applies only to counties or incorporated
cities or towns. By its terms, it does not apply to irrigation districts. Thus, the power. of an
irrigation district to impose connection fees is not derived from this provision of the constitution,
even though irrigation districts have been deemed to have police powers pursuant to its statutes.
Indian Cove Irrigation Dist. v. Pridequux,25 Idaho 112, 136 P. 6 18 (1 9 13). The trial court did
not err when it determined that this constitutional provision did not apply, and the issue was
whether HLID had coniplied with the Act. R p. 137.
The trial court rejected that Art. 7, § 6 of Idaho Constit~itionwas violated by HLID's fee
increase. The trial court began its analysis with a recognition that this constitutional provision
does apply to irrigation districts, citing to Oregon S.L.R.R. v. Pioneer h i g a t i o n Dist., 16 Idaho
578, 102 P. 904 (1909). The trial court also noted this is a provision that empowers irrigation
district to collect taxes. R p. 138.
The trail co~irtrejected Viking's argument that this clause was violated, noting that the
charge was properly collected pursuant to the Act and the parameters set forth in Loomis, supra.
Since the fee was collected pursuant to statutory authority, it was not a tax.

L.

The Trial Court did not Err in its Analysis of the Bureau of Reclamation
Contracts

Viking claims the trial court's findings were not supported by the record. Viking attacks
specific findings as not being contained in the record before the trial court. These criticisms are
without merit. The trial court found that the last contract with the Bureau was entered into in
1977. R p. 150. This finding is supported in the record. R p. 94, Rose Aff, Exhibit C4. The

trial court found that the wells and their infrastructure, which are now the sole sources of water
to HLID, were put in place in the 1980's when it was determined that Hayden Lake was no
longer a viable source of domestic water. R p. 94, Rose Aff, Exhibit A, p. 58. The trial court
also indicated that while some portions of HLID's system might be encumbered by the contracts,
significant portioils were not. The 1949 Bureau contract identified the irrigation system as
consisting principally of a pumping plant, a wood-stave and concrete pipe discharge line and a
concrete pipe distribution system. R p. 94, Rose Aff, Exhibit C, 1949 Bureau contract. The
work coilternplated in the contract was to extend the discharge line and upgraded the p ~ ~ m p i n g
plant. These same assets were upgraded by the 1957 contract. The 1962 contract consisted of
replacing conoded and deteriorated pipeline. The 1977 contract installed a well.
The depreciation schedule of HLID's asset demonstrates that there are significantly more
assets contained in HLID's system, even though some of the original system remains. R p. 94,
Rose Aff, Exhibit E l , Exhibit 1 1. 111fact the pun~pingplant and associated pumps have been
deemed defunct. R p. 94, Rose Aff, Exhibit A, p. 131. Viking is correct that one well was put
in concurrent with the Bureau contract and the other wells were installed later.
Viking contends the trial court erred in denying its motion for summary judgment that
domestic systenl reserves are not disallowed by the Bureau contracts. Tile contracts address the
irrigation system being installed by the Bureau. The 1949 contract and the 1957 contract both
require a $4,000 reserve to be collected from irrigation assessments. However, nothing in the
contract limits the reserves for these separate projects to $4,000. R p. 94, Rose Aff, Exhibit C.
The other contracts contained no provisions about requiring reserves.
More importantly, nothing in these contracts limit HLID's ongoing ability to develop
reserves for its domestic water system. The trial court did not err when it did not grant summary
judgment to Viltirlg on this issue.

VI. ATTORNEY FEES ON APPEAL

Viking requests attorney fees arguing that HLID should have had its authority to charge
connection fees predetermined by a court pursuant to LC. 8 7-1301, et. seq. These provisions of
Idaho law are for a court to determine if a governing body of a political subdivision has authority
to issue bonds. It is not an avenue for an advisory opinion on interpretatio~lof irrigation district
law. As to the remaining arguments raised by Viking for attorney fees, such a discussion is
premature pending this Court's decision.
Viking also request fees pursuant to I.C. 8 12-1 17, I.C. 5 12-121, the Private attorney
General Doctrine, 42 U.S.C. $5 1983 and 1988. Viking presents no argument why it is entitled
to attorney fees under these theories, therefore HLID can not respond to the argument.

SUBMITTED this 18"' day of September, 2009, nuncpro tune September 10,2009.
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